HOW TO CONSISTENTLY
BEAT INFLATION
In a challenging low growth and volatile SA equity market,
how do investors beat inflation without taking on excessive
risk?
We take a closer look at Nedgroup Investment’s Flexible
Income Fund and how, since April 2006, it has provided
investors with a high probability of outperforming cash and
inflation on a rolling 1-year basis.
The fund is one of the top performing income funds in South
Africa, offering investors a fully liquid income-producing
investment with a predictable low risk-return profile. Here is
a closer look at its performance versus its peer group, cash
and inflation:
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With its philosophy of diversified alpha, the fund has
achieved an attractive return of 8.9% since inception and has
consistently beaten its cash benchmark of STeFI Call Deposit
+110%, while outperforming headline inflation on a rolling
1-year period 100% of the time.
This philosophy combined with high credit quality and a
focus on avoiding expensive asset classes has controlled
volatility and limited drawdowns by sticking to our valuation
methodology and diversified alpha approach.
This is demonstrated in the fund’s performance, which has
manged to avoid ever suffering a loss to invested capital
over a rolling 3-month period and has maintained a stable
cash distribution to investors, even during periods of strained
performance like December 2017.

The graph below illustrates the performance of the fund’s
total return (broken into investor quarterly cash distributions
and capital gains) and compares it to the 3-month SA money
market investment rate:
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The graph highlights several interesting points:
- Stable cash income stream: the fund has managed to
achieve a consistent cash distribution over the previous
10-years, even during challenging periods such as Dec ’17,
which has broadly be in line with SA money market returns.
- Downside protection: the fund has never suffered from a
capital loss over a 3-month rolling period since inception.

This enables the portfolio manager to build an income
portfolio across a diversified set of asset classes and
strategically position the fund to protect it against
inflation, interest rate and currency risks.
- F
 ocus on valuation and avoiding expensive assets / asset
classes: historically, drawdowns in income funds have
generally occurred when an asset class corrects from
overvalued levels which the fund aims to avoid through
a robust valuation process. Where the fund does not see
value in an asset class, the fund will simply invest in low risk
money market instruments.
- High level of credit quality: the fund focuses on high quality
assets with a maximum 5-year maturity and has never
bought any asset below a single A-rating. The fund does
not venture into the sub-investment grade or unlisted
credit space, where the risks of investors losing capital are
highest.
The Nedgroup Investments Flexible Income Fund has
delivered on its mandate to outperform cash with a
predictable and low risk-return profile. Its performance is
attributable to its philosophy of investing in a diversified
range of fixed income asset classes, avoiding expensive asset
classes and focusing on high credit quality. By sticking to this
investment philosophy, the fund has been able to establish
itself as one of the top performing income funds in the South
African market.

The fund’s success is primarily attributable to 3-factors:
- Diversified Investment Process: the fund can allocate
capital domestically and internationally to a wide range
fixed income asset classes including Money Market, Bonds,
Property and Inflation Linked Bonds.

Nedgroup Collective Investments (RF) Proprietary Limited is the company
that is authorised in terms of the Collective Investment Schemes Control
Act to administer the Nedgroup Investments unit trust Portfolios. Unit
trusts are generally medium to long term investments. The value of your
investment may go down as well as up. Past performance is not necessarily
a guide to future performance. Nedgroup Investments does not guarantee
the performance of your investment and even if forecasts about the
expected future performance are included you will carry the investment
and market risk, which includes the possibility of losing capital. Unit trusts
are traded at ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and scrip lending.
Certain unit trust funds may be subject to currency fluctuations due to its
international exposure. Nedgroup Investments has the right to close unit
trust funds to new investors in order to manage it more efficiently. For
further information on the unit trust funds, including awards, fees and
charges, please visit our website www.nedgroupinvestments.com
A money market fund is not a bank deposit. The total return to the
investor is made up of interest received and any gain or loss made on any

particular instrument held. In most cases the return will merely have the
effect of increasing or decreasing the daily yield, but in an extreme case
it can have the effect of a capital loss. The Nedgroup Investments Money
Market Fund aims to maintain a constant price of 100 cents per unit. The
yield is calculated using an annualised seven day rolling average as at the
relevant dates provided for in the fund fact sheet. Excessive withdrawals
from the fund may place the fund under liquidity pressures and that in
such circumstances a process of ring-fencing of withdrawal instructions
and managed pay-outs over time may be followed. A schedule of fees and
charges and maximum commissions is available on request from Nedgroup
Investments.
This document is of a general nature and intended for information
purposes only. Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that
the information in this document is accurate and current on an ongoing
basis, Nedgroup Investments shall accept no responsibility or liability for
any inaccuracies, errors or omissions relating to the information and topics
covered in this document.

Nedgroup Investments MultiFunds Plc / Nedgroup Investments Funds PLC
(the Funds) are authorised and regulated in Ireland by the Central Bank of
Ireland. The Funds are authorised as a UCITS pursuant to the European
Communities (Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable
Securities) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 352 of 2011) as amended from timeto-time. This document is not intended for distribution to any person or
entity who is a citizen or resident of any country or other jurisdiction where
such distribution, publication or use would be contrary to law or regulation.
Nedgroup Investment (IOM) Limited (reg no 57917C), the Investment
Manager and Distributor of the Funds, is licensed by the Isle of Man
Financial Services Authority. The Prospectus of the Funds, the Supplement
of its Sub-Funds and the KIIDS are available from the Investment Manager
and the Distributor or from its website www.nedgroupinvestments.com

